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Save your personnel time spent on redundant paperwork when providing mutual aid by taking advantage of 
shared incident reporting through Agency Friends, an exclusive feature only available from ER, that makes 
giving and receiving mutual aid a lot easier. 

Emergency Reporting® (ER) Fire & EMS Software is a user-friendly & powerful 
data management solution for any agency, but it’s even better when used 

by the entire county.

UNIFIED COMMAND OF DATA  
MADE EASY WITH COUNTYWIDE 

FIRE SOFTWARE

INDUSTRY STANDARD COMPLIANCE
Improve your ISO score, comply with NFPA 1500, 
NFPA 1710/1720, and NFPA 1300. Enhance your 

CRR program with OVAP scoring.

SHARED DATA WITH AGENCY FRIENDS
Make data-driven decisions with reports that 

capture data from other agencies you designate as 
agency friends. Easily share inspection reports, 

hydrant, occupancy, and apparatus data.

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE
ER’s countywide solution allows each agency in a 
county to choose the package that works best for 
them, including the ability to utilize the FirstPCR 

feature that documents patient information related 
to EMS calls right into your ER account.

SAVE MONEY WITH A SHARED CAD LINK
Reduce data entry by integrating your CAD provider 

with Emergency Reporting, and split the cost with the 
other departments in your county.



EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MANAGE 
YOUR ENTIRE AGENCY ONLINE

Emergency Reporting has been the premier cloud-based Fire, 
EMS, and community risk reduction platform since 2003. We 
currently support over 480,000 �rst responders and agency 
personnel worldwide. 

HYDRANTSINCIDENTS

ANALYTICS

OCCUPANCY MAINTENANCE

TRAINING 3.0

REPORTS DAILY ROSTER PAYROLL

EVENTS LIBRARY DEMOGRAPHICS

SHIFTS CALENDARADMINISTRATION INVENTORY

ER offers the reporting modules needed for the fire service, such as LOSAP, maintenance, training, 
and more. ER has now been in Morris County since 2013, with the majority of fire departments 
using the system. We continue to hear nothing but good feedback. The Morris County Active 
Chiefs Alliance continues to promote ER and is extremely satisfied with its performance. 

- David Kaplan, PresidentMorris County Alliance of Active Fire Chiefs (NJ)
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